EXERCISE 7: PEN TOOL OPTIONS AND STRAIGHT LINE SHAPES

1. Drag out the *Tearoff* options of the *Pen Tool*. Draw an ellipse and try out the different *Pen Tools* options (Ref page 22)

2. Draw a circle and copy it 4 times

   *Add* an anchor point and move the new anchor point towards the centre of the circle

   *Delete* an anchor point

   *Convert* an anchor point

   *Convert* the handles to create points and change the shape

3. Using this guide draw a straight line closed shape, take note of the symbols next to the *Pen tool* (Ref page 23)

   ![GUIDE]

4. Using this guide draw a straight line shape holding *Shift* at the same time. Do not close this shape (Ref page 23)

   ![GUIDE]
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1. Using the line below as a guide, draw a curved line with the Pen tool (Ref page 24)
   *Keep the flow of the Pen tool smooth and click onto the Selection tool to de-select the Pen tool*

2. Using the line below as a guide, draw a curved line with converted anchor points using the Pen tool
   (Ref page 25)
   *Click onto the Selection tool to de-select the Pen tool*

3. Using the line below as a guide, draw one curve using the Pen tool (Ref page 25)
   *Follow the examples on pages 25 and 26*

4. Referring to the instructions from page 26 through to page 29 follow the guide of the shape below:

Try this shape too:

---

*Have you watched the Pen Tool Video?*
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